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36 years ago…
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Enhance the image
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A dust cart



A dust cart

29th March 2018
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Printing press 1440-50

Internal combustion 
engine 1807

Each Minute = 50 years

50 years X 60 minutes 
= 3000 years



Tesla 2009 = 8 seconds

Smart phone  2007 
= 12 seconds

Personal Computer 1977 
= 48 seconds

Motor car 1885
= 2.6 minutes

Telephone 1875
= 2.8 minutes
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It’s not just about the future generation
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The problem with the internet is the infinite space… 
People don’t know when to stop looking.
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“Eureka! – I have found it!”
Archimedes
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The prevailing view is too linear …. Too simple even 

Triggered to enter the 
market

Evaluate car against 
needs

Review needs Make a decision
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‘Progress’ through the journey will often mean going backwards

…which is both a problem and an opportunity
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Many consumers lack confidence when 
looking to buy a car … 

and some even dread the experience
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Hard-wired perceptions of the used car industry 
persist among older customers
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The majority of consumers don’t trust car dealerships 

Q8 Please rate each of the following types of companies on the extent to which you trust them when doing business with them.
Base: All respondents (3224); Bought a new car in the past six months (240); Bought a used car in the past six months (459)
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Why is digital excellence critical?



But with forecourt visits 
declining, they need to build 
trust online first





Leonardo Da Vinci c1470



PERCEPTION vs 
REALITY

7% TRUST CAR 
DEALERS

Source: Sept AT Market Report

IN REALITY, 8% 
DIDN’T TRUST THE 
DEALER ACTUALLY 
PURCHASED FROM



and 2/3 of people changed 
the make and model of car they were 

looking at



The majority will settle for a car 
that’s  ‘good enough’



Discovery, excitement, 
brand affinity? 



But it’s confusion / indecision, 
overwhelming, change
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The PREFERENCES stage is where we try to judge who to trust, what 
to value…
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Stage five: Decision







Q28: How did you initially establish contact with the Dealer?
Base = 1972 (All); 593 (New) ;1379 (Used)

Half of NEW and USED buyers

first contact with the dealership

is WALKING IN



Most car buyers head to the dealership with the
Intention of buying the car that day.

Q25: What was the main reason for your first visit to the dealership you bought your car from? Base = 1000 (All); 401 (New); 599 
(Used)

71%

15%

14% I intended to buy that day/test
drive the car

I wanted information about a
specific car as part of my
research

I just wanted to browse the range
of models that the dealership
stocked



The dealership experience can make or break the purchase.  
A seamless and easy car buying journey online to offline is essential.

Q12e. In your own words, please tell us which parts of the process of buying your car you felt were the best – the things that went particularly smoothly or were especially easy or enjoyable. Base: 
All respondents (1019)

The best parts of 
your buying experience ?

“The test drives although short were very important particularly 

in determining which model to go for. The actual picking 
up/exchange was also very good and hassle free”

“Picking the car up”

“Looking at the car in the showroom”

“Looking at it & test driving”

“The sales man was 
really nice and helpful 
and didn't pressure 

me”

“When I first drove it 
and I felt like is the one”



The dealership experience can make or break the purchase.  
A seamless and easy car buying journey online to offline is essential.

The worst parts of 
your buying experience ?

“Salesman speed of 
attempting to conclude deal” “Negotiating with the dealer while

they try to sell you numerous add-ons”

“Haggling over price, 
agreeing delivery, dealer 
trying to persuade me to 

choose different car 
(that they had in stock)”

“Pushy salesman”

“I just don't like 
negotiating and always 

feel as a woman that 
the seller thinks I am a 

push over”
“Upselling from the dealer side veiled 

as customer service enhancement”

Q12e. In your own words, please tell us which parts of the process of buying your car you felt were the worst – the things that were particularly difficult or stressful, or 
that you least enjoyed.Base: All respondents (1019)







49% 
would be more 
likely to buy the 

same brand of car 
as last time if the 
process had been 

easier

%  A G R E E I N G

27% 
would buy cars 

more often if the 
process were 

easier

57% 
more likely to buy 

from the same 
retailer as last time 
if the process had 

been easier

Q29. Agreement with statements
Base: All respondents (1019)

Potential impact of improving the experience is significant



I know you are at test drive stage….. 
But let me understand how you got there?

Is there anything missing?

Qualification…. Becomes…. 



Cars + Finance = Consumer 
hell?



Thinking about how easy and pleasant the sellers make it to shop for these different items, please place each sort of purchase on the (10 point) scale below:
“There’s a lot of jargon”… “There’s no jargon” “I understand the jargon”... “I am baffled by the jargon”
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Has the Automotive 
Finance bubble burst?





48% 46% 39% 32%

are most concerned 
about utility bills

are most concerned 
about the running of a 

car

are most concerned 
about mortgage and 

rent payment

are most concerned 
about job security

How concerned are car buyers about their personal finances 
in the current economic climate?



88% of new cars bought on Finance…



Buyers tend to be staying in budget, with many happy to compromise on 
features in order to do so

of purchasers buy at or 
under their planned 

budget

will buy a lower spec car to 
stay in budget

86% 77% 69%

82% finance users /
88% new buyers

will compromise on 
features to bring the 

price down

Q, I bought my car for… Q. The amount I spent was under / matched / exceeded my planned budget. 
Q. Swipe right if the statement describes you or left if it doesn’t.
Base: 1090 car buyers / 358 car buyers purchasing on finance / 915 purchase intenders.



Those aged 17-34 are 
significantly more likely 
to buy a lower spec car 
in order to stay within 
budget.

For those aged 55+ the 
number drops to

75%

64%



Cars are an asset

Guaranteed future values

Manufacturer risk

“People need their cars” Mark 
Carney



opportunity
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Monthly is king



Spend is usually monthly..

TV Monthly

Broadband

Mobile

Monthly

Monthly

.. People think of their car as a 
monthly budget too.

of car buyers say monthly 
payments is the most 
important factor
influencing finance choice

71%

52%
of consumers claim to 
consider the cost of a car 
as a monthly price, rather 
than the full retail price.



Auto Trader’s monthly price search plays well to these societal shifts

56

Q, When planning your spend on each of the following elements, do you concentrate more on the overall / total cost over time or the amount you’ll 
pay each month?
Base: 557 17-34 year olds buying or intending to buy a car; 620 35-54 year olds; 720 55+



So we know the monthly payment’s 
key. What else did we find out?



So what’s most  
important about 
finance?

% selecting as a key factor in finance choice

The monthly payment/budget

The length of the agreement

Deposit size

Conditions of returning the car

Guaranteed future value

Scrappage deals

APR

Additional dealer incentives

Mileage allowances

OEM/dealer deposit contribution
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Q, And which of the following elements were most important to your final decision?
Base: 319 car buyers purchasing on finance
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Consumers aren’t worried 
about the difference between 

3.9% and 4.9%



52% car buyers do not research 
interest rates…



Half didn’t think about other monthly 
costs

48% 
insurance

Fuel costs

Q, When thinking about buying your car, did you plan or budget for any expenditures beyond the upfront cost of the vehicle itself? Q. Which (if any) of the 
expenditures below did you plan or budget for when considering your car purchase?
Base: 1,090 car buyers; 512 planning for expenditures

Maintenance & servicing

They weren’t thinking about…

Road tax



What do we need to do? 



Contactless visual



Amazon bought Whole Foods…
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Section title
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Section title
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Deliveroo



Make it 
easy.
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I am Blind
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Trough of disillusionment?
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Summary

• The evolution of communication is still new

• Digital Transformation can breed complexity

• Primacy effect plays a part

• Car buying is still not  easy and getting more complex

• Build your business around your customers...

• Watch the disrupters

• If it is easy, I’ll do it more often


